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in the West, but also some sunny spells in the East Max lOC (sOF), min -4CQ5F)
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Highsand lows
24hr to 5Dm yesterday

Warmest st Catherines
Point, lsle of Wisht, 9.9C
Coldest Cairogorm, -7.7C
Wettest Tyndrum,
Perthshire, 55.0mm
Sunniesi: Aberdeen, 1.5hr'

Sun and Moon
For GreeMich
Sun rises:07.54
sun sets: 15.r2
Moon rises:15.51
Moon sets:07.44
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Tides
Tidal predi(tions. All times GM f.
Heights io'metresre

Norwich ?

Coid front

Warmfront - -
' olctuteorrcnfll

Hours of darkness
Aberdeen 15.56-08.07

Selfast 16.2B-08,06

Birmingham 16.24-07.37
Cardiff 1,6.34-07.33

Exeter 16.39-4735
Glasgow 16.14-08.07

Livemool 16.21-07.45

London L6-22-07.26

Man(hesi$ 16.20-07.U
New(astle 16.09-07.51

Norwich 16.05-07.28

Penzan(e 1,5.10-07.41
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Synoptic sltuation
Mainly settled conditions with
sunny spells are.expected
across much of Britain, as the
low Dressure, which brouqht
Thursday's gales, moves away
slowly over Scandinavia.
Another centre of the same
complex area of low pressure is
(entred to the south of
Greenland and is pushing a set
of fronts tovvards lreland later
toniqht. brinqinq spells of rain.
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tTl heweather across the UK
' I ' this month isgiving us a

I wild ride. The tull fury of
I the Atlantic battered

I Scotland on Thursday with
the worst storrn to hit the UK since
December 1998. Thousands of
schools across'Scotland were closed
and 60,000 homes Ieft without
power. Winds gusted to 265km/h
(l65mph) over Cairngorm, in the
Highlands, the second-highest wind
gust recorded in the UK. The storm
also hit Northern lreland and
northern England with winds
reaching over 118km/h (73mph),
force 12 on the Beaufort scale. Hill
snow and heavy rain fellwith
blizzar d conditions in some places.

A particularly violent feature of
the storm was a sting jet 

- a
ferocious wind thatfalls from a great
height. A research plane flown by the
Met Office and University of Reading
revealed very cold air from the top of
the storm clouds crashed to the
ground, blasted through Glasgow
and the surrounding region before
hitting Aberdeenshire later on.
John Methven whowas on troard
the flight also reported seeing the
tops ofthunderclouds sheared off
by the fieree spirals ofwind around
the storm. "It was amazing in the
centre, it was like the wall of cloud
you see in a tropical cyelone where
the most intense rains fall, although
this was a completely different type
of storm."

After the healy rains and snow
passed through, another shock
followed as Arctic air senl
temperatures plummeting with
widespread ice and frost. This
weelrend looks to be remaining
bitterly cold, and there is more
trouble ahead next week as another '

deep depression swings past the UK.
This re-awakening of the Atlantic

has been good news for ski resorts in
Scotland and Europe. Afterthe
desert-like conditions this warm
autumn, the bigweatherfronts from
the Atlantic are sweeping deep into
Europe and dropping hefty sno*falls
on the Alps. Close to 1m (3ft) of snow
has fallen in some parts of the
French. Swiss and Austrian Alps.
And with more snow expected this
weekend, it is making a great start to
the ski season.

Speak directly to one
of our forecasters on
09065777675
Bam to 6pm daily
(calls charged at
€1.5o per minute plus
network extras)
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